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Experiences curated by
The St. Regis Venice



Experiences

City Escapes

 Private Palaces of Venice

 Enchanting Bridges

 Points of View Experience

 Discover the Velvet Heritage

 Cultural Roots in the Serenissima

 The Treasure Hunt

 Ghosts and Legends Walking Tour

 Venetian Secret Garden 

 The Photography Class Experience 

Enchanting Art

 The Monet Experience

 Modern Art Unveiled

Food Journey

 Cultural Roots in the Serenissima

 The Venetian Tradition: Bacaro Tour… but Chic

 A Taste of Good Travel



Experiences

Kids

 Mystery and Ghosts of Venice

 Treasure Hunt

 Museum Day

 Drawings become Glass

Family Traditions

 Mosaic Course

 Rowing Lessons

 Mask Making Course

 The Grand Canal and the 
Venetian Mysteries
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Allow me.

St. Regis Butler 
Service

The anticipatory, personalized St. Regis Butler 
Service is one of the hotel’s signature offerings.

St. Regis Butler Service is dedicated to 
understanding and addressing your unique 
preferences and fulfilling every detail, no matter 
how small, for the duration of your time with us in 
Venice.

Guests staying in our suites will enjoy the careful 
attention of a personal butler, who will assist with 
everything from arranging romantic celebrations on 
private terraces overlooking the city to personal 

shopping experiences at the hotel or after hour

visits in designer boutiques - as well as a well-
packed gourmet hamper for a day’s cruising on the 
Venice lagoon.

Exquisite Experiences
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Private Palaces
of Venice

Delight your eyes as we guide you through 
an exceptional experience of how notable Venetians 

lived in during the city's heydey.

You will discover Venice's extraordinary 
history with an insider's look at some of its ancestral 
private palazzi, each carefully preserved, that Hosts 

will open up just for you.

Precious gilded stuccos, wonderful wooden vaulted 
ceilings, secluded gardens hidden from the prying 
eyes of outsiders.

Allow us to accompany you as a most authentic and 
luxurious Venice is unveiled.

• Service available on request*

* Possibility to have lunch or dinner

Exquisite Experiences
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The Velvet Legacy

The roots of the Bevilacqua family in the textile 

world date back to 1499. The actual Tessitura was 

founded by Luigi Bevilacqua in 1875, after 

recovering looms and machines that were once used 

by the Silk Guild of the Republic of Venice, buying 

the building on Fondamenta San Lorenzo in the 

Sestiere Castello, and converting it into the seat of 

his new weaving mill. 

Bevilacqua’s Weaving Mill thus resumed from where 

antique Italian fabrics had left off. By saving a 

number of 18th-century looms he created a turning 

point between the crisis and rebirth of Venetian 

textile tradition.

The showroom is located on the Grand Canal and 

visitors may see the original looms and the historical 

archive of hundred of patterns stored on 

paper schemes. 

• Duration: 1 hour

• Price: Transportation and Guide € 190

Exquisite Experiences
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Enchanting 
Bridges

Venice is a truly unique city in the world. Built on a 
myriad of tiny islands that are interconnected by 
hundreds of bridges: 435 to be exact. 

Of these, 300 are made of stone, 60 of iron, and the 
remaining of wood. And each one of them has a 
story to be told. Fascinating, intriguing tales, and 
sometimes a simple history of art.

This experience looks at the city from an original 
and unusual perspective.

• Duration: 2 hours

• Price: € 300

Exquisite Experiences
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Points of View

There is no denying that Venice is one of the most 
beautiful art cities in the world.

Thanks to its unique location and iconic 
architecture, much of which has remained 
unchanged since the Medieval times, we’re able to 
walk through the streets and admire the same views 
that have led painters of past centuries to reproduce  
them in many a famous works.

Join the adventure and visit the main locations 
reproduced by the most famous painters of Venice.

• Duration: 3 hours

• Price: € 300

Exquisite Experiences
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Cultural Roots
of the Serenissima

This experience takes us on a voyage into one of the 
most important historical sites in Venice to witness 
the embracing spirit of the city’s different cultures 
and religions.

The San Lazzaro degli Armeni Island is a small 
island in the Venetian Lagoon, completely occupied 
by a monastery that is the mother-house of the 
Mekhitarist Order.  The island is also one of the 
world’s foremost centres of Armenian culture.

The visit to San Lazzaro degli Armeni includes 
entry to the monastery’s library, home to some 
4,500 priceless manuscripts and ancient works 
which Armenians revere as custodians of their 
collective and personal history.

Amongst these are liturgical texts, as well as literary 
compositions written between the 9th and 18th 
century. You’ll also be able to see the island’s 
ancient Egyptian mummy which is housed within 
the monastery.

• Duration: 3 hours

• Price: Transportation and Guide € 390

Exquisite Experiences
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The Treasure Hunt

“All shining and silver,
With a beautiful face,
You look for a bridge,
And find this place”.

Knowing a city, its history, its traditions and its 
curiosities is not always dull. 

This experience is a special treasure hunt because it 
will be created especially for you, ensuring you have 
fun and at the same time learn about the cultural 
and historical notions behind the Adriatic’s pearl 
city.

• Service available on request

• Treasure hunts may be personalised for 
families

Exquisite Experiences
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Ghosts & Legends
Walking Tour

As night falls on Venice and the crowds disappear, 
discover the city’s darkest secrets on this devilishly 
entertaining ghost tour. Wander through narrow 
passageways and past the blackened, vacant canals 
to uncover Venice’s haunted history. Listen to your 
ghost-hunter guide spin tales about the sinister 
deeds and tragic ends of the figures who once 
walked the streets — some of whom are believed to 
still wander as restless spirits.


Guided Venice-by-night ghost walking tour


Discover spine-chilling ghost stories and 
legends about the Venice of old 


Delve into empty squares, haunted alleys, and 
other hidden corners 


Learn all about Biasio, the child-killing 
medieval butcher of Venice 


See architectural gems such as the Bovolo
Staircase and hear about their mysterious past 


Enjoy entertaining commentary from a 
ghostly-minded guide

• Duration: 2 hours

• Price: from € 500

Exquisite Experiences
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The Monet 
Experience

During his stay in 1908, French Impressionist 
painter Claude Monet mentioned that this hotel – at 
the time known as the Grand Hôtel Britannia, had 
some of the most beautiful views in Venice. If 
anyone knows beautiful landscapes, it’s Monet and 
maybe… you!

An enchanting experience awaits our young visitors

in The House of Astor. Unleash your creativity and 
identify yourself as The St. Regis Venice’s newest 
artist.

• Duration: 2/3 hours

• Price: € 100 per person

• Minimum number required: 4 (suitable for 
kids aged from 8 to 10 years)

Exquisite Experiences
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Modern Art 
Unveiled

When in Venice lovers of art must see Palazzo 
Venier de Leoni, home of the Peggy Guggenheim 
Collection. The museum presents Peggy 
Guggenheim’s personal collection, masterpieces 
from the Hannelore B. and Rudolph B. Schulhof
collection, a sculpture garden as well as temporary 
exhibitions.

This is a symbol of the modern art of the 1950’ and 
60’s allowing a journey among masterpieces and 
unexpected artworks. 

The visit will be conducted in a special bespoke hour 
with an introductory welcome by the curator and 
guided by Guggeheneim’s personnel.

• Duration: 3 hours

• Price: Transportation and Guide € 120

Exquisite Experiences
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Venetian Secret 
Gardens

This experience will reveal the history of Venice 
from a truly unique perspective, transporting guests 
into a rarefied universe of extravagant accessories 
and exotic fragrances. The private archives of a 
renowned museum will be exceptionally opened for 
our guests, inviting them to discover an impressive 
collection of clothes and accessories from the XVII 
and XVIII century. Guests will then be welcomed 
inside an intimate Venetian “ridotto”, a secret venue 
where aristocrats used to gather for gambling and 
intimate concerts. Following a historical 
introduction, guests will indulge in a unique testing 
of ancient Venetian perfumes, coming from the only 
archive of ancient perfumes existing in the world.

• Duration: 2 hours

• Price: Transportation and Guide € 300

Exquisite Experiences
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Photography Class

Venice is a city of incredible architecture built solely 
on water where cars are replaced with teak boats 
and gondolas. A labyrinth of colourful canals weaves 
its way through islands joined by romantic little 
bridges and historical open squares. A diamond for 
photographers!

Join to the exceptional photographer class around 
the exquisite island of Venice.

• Duration: 2 hours

• Price: € 450 + Vat

• Minimum number required: 2 people

Or

• Duration: 4 hours

• Price: € 1000 + Vat

• Maximum number allowed: 10 people

Exquisite Experiences
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A Glamorous 
Bacaro Tour

As Ambassadors of Venice, we will give you the 
opportunity to improve your Venetian knowledge 
thanks to its food and beverage traditions. In a chic 
style. 

We will let you experience a typical Venetian 
tradition, but revisited specifically in a refined and 
exclusive way for customers of The St. Regis Venice.

Discover Venice on a tasteful style.

• Service on demand

Exquisite Experiences
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Cultural Roots in 
the Serenissima

Discovering Venissa in the island of Mazzorbo is 
more than a food journey is a voyage inside the 
rebirth of an ancient grape: the Dorona. A vineyard 
that has withstood the salt and high flood waters for 
centuries, giving life to a wine with one-of-a-kind 
characteristics found nowhere else in the world. The 
Dorona di Venezia wine variety has found a magical 
equilibrium on land that is constantly threatened by 
salt and water and has been the inspiring idea of the 
Bisiol family that developed a destination with a 
Michelin star restaurant. The experience includes a 
virtual tour inside the production of the Venissa
wine and of course a tasting menu pampered by the 
young chefs that jointly gained the star recognition 
by exhalting the venetian lagoon and gardens 
products.

• Duration: 3 hours

• Price: € 500

Exquisite Experiences
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A Taste of Good 
Food

The best way to understand a city, it is living as a 
citizen. Giulia, elegant and wonderful home chef, 
will open her house in the heart of Venice to let you 
experience a charmant traditional day in Venice. 
She will take you to the Rialto Fish Market, you will 
buy with her the best Venetian fresh fish, the 
colourful vegetable from Sant’ Erasmo Island. Then 
you will have a spritz in a typical Bacaro and once at 
home is the cooking moment.

• Duration: Half Day

• Price: € 500

• Possibility to have just lunch or dinner or only 
cooking class

Exquisite Experiences
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The Essence of 
Venice

This experience will reveal the history of Venice 
from a truly unique perspective, transporting guests 
into a rarefied universe of extravagant accessories 
and exotic fragrances. The private archives of a 
renowned museum will be exceptionally opened for 
our guests, inviting them to discover an impressive 
collection of clothes and  accessories from the XVII 
and XVIII century. Guests will then be  welcomed 
inside an intimate Venetian “ridotto”, a secret venue 
where aristocrats used to gather for gambling and 
intimate concerts. Following a historical 
introduction, guests will indulge in a unique tasting 
of ancient Venetian perfumes, coming from the only 
archive of ancient perfumes existing in the world.

• Duration: 3 hours

• Price: € 10.000

This cost includes: IF ideation, private entrance 
fees, private guidance, all materials, drinks and 
tastings, staff assistance, VAT (unexposed to art.74 -
ter of D.P.R. 633/72).

This cost does not include: IF organization fee, 
transportation,luncheons, all unlisted and 
unforeseen costs.

Exquisite Experiences
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Secret Archives

This experience is dedicated to the role of Venice as 
the most important publishing center of Europe, 
inviting guests to discover rare books and ancient 
drawings preserved in the wonderful libraries of the 
city and usually never visible to the public.

From the legendary Marciana library, where guests 
will admire the rare editions printed by Aldo 
Manuzio, the most famous typographer of the 
Renaissance, to the abbey on San Giorgio island, 
where guests will discover some of the masterpieces 
preserved in the elegant library of the Cini
Foundation.

• Duration: 3 hours

• Price: € 4.800

This cost includes: IF ideation, private entrance 
fees, private guidance, staff assistance, VAT 
(unexposed to art. 74 - ter of D.P.R. 633/72).

This cost does not include: IF organization fee, 
transportation, luncheons, all unlisted and 
unforeseen costs.

Exquisite Experiences
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Venetian Interiors

This extraordinary experience will reveal guests the 
true spirit of Venice, inviting them inside  three 
amazing private palaces, usually not  accessible to 
the public, where they will exceptionally be greeted 
by the owners.

From a magnificent Baroque mansion, in the hands 
of the same family for more than 400 years and 
decorated with stunning stuccoes and frescoes, a 
delightful secluded garden and amazing pieces of 
furniture, to a perfectly preserved XV century 
merchant house, returned to its original character 
after a careful restoration. The experience will also 
include the private residence and atelier of a famous 
textile designer, located in a former aristocratic 
palace overlooking the Canal Grande.

• Duration: 3 hours

• Price: € 5.000

This cost includes: IF ideation, private entrance 
fees, private guidance, drinks, staff assistance, VAT 
(unexposed to art. 74 - ter of D.P.R. 633/72).

This cost does not include: IF organization fee, 
transportation, luncheons, all unlisted and 
unforeseen costs.

Exquisite Experiences
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A Theatrical Visit 
at The Doge Palace

As the night falls, the doors of the most emblematic 
building in Venice, the Palazzo Ducale, will be 
exclusively opened for our guests, inviting them to 
partake in a memorable performance dedicated to 
the history of this unparalleled city. Four 
professional actors of the Commedia dell’ Arte, 
wearing traditional Venetian costumes, will take 
guests around narrow corridors, secret passages and  
surprising halls, entertain them with narrations and 
anecdotes related to the protagonists of the 
Venetian history, from Caterina Cornaro to 
Casanova.

• Duration: 3 hours

• Price: € 12.000

This cost includes: IF ideation, exclusive rental of 
the venues, private guidance, presence of n.4 
professional actors, staff assistance, all tastings, 
VAT (unexposed to art. 74 - ter of D.P.R. 633/72).

This cost does not include: IF organization fee, 
transportation, luncheons, all unlisted and 
unforeseen costs.

Exquisite Experiences
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Private Palladio

This extraordinary experience is dedicated to the 
Art of Andrea Palladio, one of the greatest architects 
of the Italian Renaissance. Accompanied by a 
professional art historian, guests will first discover 
in complete solitude one of the most emblematic 
Palladian villas, still privately owned, to admire its 
perfect architecture and lavish interiors. The 
experience will continue with a private visit to the 
oldest surviving enclosed theatre in the world, 
accessible to our guests after the usual opening 
hours. To conclude the experience, guests will be 
welcomed in the archives of a wonderful palace, to 
admire an exceptional collection of original 
drawings by the master.

• Duration: 4 hours (transfer from Venice 
included) from 2 pm

• Price: € 4.000

• Transportation: from € 1.200

This cost includes: IF Ideation, private entrance 
fees, private guidance, staff assistance, 1 transfer by 
private luxury wooden boat, 1 luxury minivan at 
disposal, VAT (unexposed to art. 74 - ter of D.P.R. 
633/72). 

This cost does not include: IF organization fee, 
luncheons, all unlisted and unforeseen costs.

Exquisite Experiences
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Mistery and Ghosts 
of Venice 

Cute ghosts appear and disappear on cold and foggy 
winter days in Venice, between streets and bridges.

Discover the city in an unusual way: we will disguise 
as ghost-catchers and wander around “calli” and 
“campi”.

Are you ready?

• Service available on request

Exquisite Experiences
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Treasure Hunt 

Like pirates who came to Venice in search of hidden 
treasures, we will know the city through riddles and 
games that will require all your wise skill.

So, let's start!

• Service available on request

Exquisite Experiences
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Museum Day

Adventurous children, starting from 6 years of age, 
will find it very interesting to visit the prisons and 
cross the Bridge of Sighs (as condemned men did to 
reach the cells), discover the "secret itineraries", 
where delicate and important activities related to 
the administration of the ancient maritime republic 
were carried out or to go through the rooms of the 
Armory, where ancient weapons and armor are 
displayed.

The Natural History Museum offers young visitors 
the chance to see a skeleton of a dinosaur of over 7 
meters, the Ouranosaurus nigeriensis, and the skull 
of the gigantic crocodile Sarchosuchus imperator 
and to discover how these remains have been 
brought to light in 1973 from the expedition of the 
paleontologist Ligabue.

The Museo Storico Navale di Venezia houses 
examples of typical boats of the lagoon including 
bragozzi, gondolas and the reproduction of the 
Bucintoro, a sumptuous boat used for the wedding 
ceremony of the sea, on the day of Sensa. There are 
also visible models of ships of the Serenissima
Republic of Venice belonging to different eras, 
between 1200 and 1700, and models of historical 
boats of the Navy. Children will also appreciate the 
rich collection of shells.

• Service available on request

Exquisite Experiences
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Drawings become 
Glass

Small Picassos of the future: unleash your 
imagination, design the objects that you like the 
most and we will transform them into GLASS.

Thanks to our glass masters, you will touch your 
desires.

• Service available on request

Exquisite Experiences
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At Fornace Orsoni

Mosaic Course

A small guided tour inside the historical Venetian 
furnace that uses the same traits since 1888 to 
produce 24k gold leaf mosaics, coloured gold and 
Smalti Veneziani. You can admire the “Color 
Library” that preserves more then 3.500 smalti
Veneziani of different tones and shades. After you 
can follow a workshop, where you can will try to 
made a mosaic, a certified teacher will teach you the 
basic techniques of the mosaic.

• Duration: 4 hours

• Price for 2 people: € 600

• Extra people: € 200

Exquisite Experiences
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Rowing Lessons

To start your lesson, we’ll introduce you to a 
traditional batelina, once one of the most prolific 
craft in the city. Now extremely rare, they make an 
exceptional first-time rowing boat: stable and 
comfortable. We’ll then concentrate on the basic 
stroke for rowing a prua (at the prow), giving a 
demonstration and then letting each person try it 
themselves, with the boat still moored. We’ll then 
depart, with each rower taking turns and getting 
acclimated to the stoke as we glide along a wide, 
quiet canal. We’ll then cross then into the 
expansive, open lagoon, where you’ll be encouraged 
to try rowing a poppa — steering the boat yourself at 
the stern, just like a gondolier. We’ll then 
return back through the evocative side canals back 
to the drop-off point. 

• Duration: 90 minutes

• Price for 2 people: € 300

• Extra people: € 100

Exquisite Experiences
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Mask Making 
Course

During the course, each person will decorate 2 
masks chosen from over 60 different models, hall 
handmade from actual cartapesta. The objectives of 
the course are: explain ancient techiniques used in 
how to make Venetian masks out pf cartapesta; 
interest the course participants by describing the 
use of Venetian masks in Venice over the centuries; 
creatively decorate 2 masks hand-made from 
cartapesta in a way that express yourself best.

• Duration: 2 hours

• Price for 2 people: € 600

• Extra people: € 150

Exquisite Experiences
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The Grand Canal 
and the Venetian 
Mysteries

You will discover the main ‘street’ of Venice 
comfortably on board of our motor-boat, where, 
between curiosity and history, we will take the 
opportunity to discover the darkest and most 
dramatic essence of a fascinating, compelling and 
theatrical Venice. Weaving together reality and 
imagination, you will taste the most distinctive 
finger food Cicchetti, stopping in some typical 
Venetian osterie (taverns).

• Duration: 2 hours

• Price for up to 6 people:

• Fiberglass Boat: € 340

• Deluxe Wooden Boat: € 520

• Guide: € 180

• Extra people: € 50

Exquisite Experiences
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Organization Fee

Exquisite Experiences

• 20% of the total of the program

This cost includes:

• Organization and supervision of 
the experiences

• Continuous management of 
custom program

• Transportation management

• Restaurant recommendations and 
reservations

• General tips

• VAT (unexposed to art. 74 - ter of 
D.P.R. 633/72)


